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Romuald Zbigniew Landau
known since childhood as Rom which he enjoyed as it's German for Rome, home to
Michelangelo his lifelong hero.
In 1946 Rom Landau published Sex, Life, and Faith in which he wrote;
"Since the artist is to a great extent an impersonal instrument used by something much greater than
himself, his private life has but a limited bearing, if any, upon his work. So, however vital his
sublimated sexual potentialities may be for his work, they represent only one of the forces that go to
its making. His technical knowledge and the particular circumstances of his career are important."
In Rom Landau's career it was his technical knowledge of Morocco that, after 1946, was the very
important part of his career. HM King Mohammed V of Morocco well described it in 1957:
"We have come here today because we wanted to honour Our good friend Rom Landau.... We and
the people of Morocco will always be grateful to him for what he has done for us and for standing
by our side in our most difficult days when we needed friends and when he was one of the very few
in Europe who believed in our cause and who has helped us... We and Our people are always
happy to have Mr Rom Landau with us in Morocco. "

Philosophy

HM King Mohammed V
San Francisco, California 5th December 1957
In 1956 Rom Landau had been made Commander of the Royal Moroccan Order Ouissam
Alaouite, the year Morocco regained its independence.
Rom Landau went on to write many books and press articles about Morocco, was the Area Study
Director in 1962 preparing the first US Peace Corps team of volunteers to visit Morocco, lectured
about Morocco extensively in the USA and in his retirement years in Marrakech made weekly radio
broadcasts.
His books on Morocco are recorded as having been well received by President John F. Kennedy in
the USA, King George VI of England and by Mrs John F. Kennedy [later Mrs Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis] who kept her personal gifted copy of Hassan II, King of Morocco in her New York library
until her death.
Prior to 1946 Rom Landau had other well developed technical knowledge in the field of art when
RL(then a struggling sculptor) had also been the Art Correspondent for several German [mainly
Berlin] newspapers from about 1922. That had resulted in RL's first book, a review of
contemporary European art, Der Unbestechliche Minos [Minos the Incorruptible] written and
published in German in 1925. Magnificently illustrated signed first editions each weighed in at over
1,600 grammes. Publishers claimed Thomas Mann, Nobel Laureate, had described it as "One of the
best books on Art ever written". Growing up with a father who had been a renowned architect and
having studied architecture at Darmstadt and sculpture in Frankfurt and then in Berlin under George
Kolbe, Rom Landau continued to have a lifelong interest in art. His later art book was
The Arabesque: the Abstract Art of Islam published in 1955.
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This memorial to the life of Rom Landau is to celebrate his role model as a person whose time may
be described as "A Life of Understanding and Promoting Understanding". There have been
many contributors to this memorial foremost of whom has been Mme. Karen Gauthier-Landau
whose late husband, Dr Patrick Gauthier-Landau, was Rom Landau's nephew. The family's treasure
trove of personal documents has been of great help. Others contributing include the Friends of
Morocco [former US Peace Corps volunteers from the first team to Morocco in 1963 whom Rom
Landau had instructed] the University of the Pacific, USA and Syracuse University, New York to
whom Rom Landau bequeathed much of his library and professional documents. The Royal Air
Force Club in London [of which RL was a member] and the RAF Records Office at the RAF
College, Cranwell, Lincolnshire have also assisted. The Royal Naval Museum, Portsmouth and
The National Archives, Kew, London have each been very helpful as have Eton College,
Windsor and Summer Fields School, Oxford.
Special thanks also go to The British Moroccan Society
[link to http://www.britishmoroccansociety.org/]
and to Melan Perera our webmaster of Expert Website Designers and to Mollie Stanhope
our Artwork Designer of Mail Boxes, Portsmouth.

1927-1953

A Collection of Rom Landau's signed first editions has been donated to The University of
Portsmouth and is available for public access. A summary may be seen at
https://litmap.nautoguide.com/#Home
We also thank the Charlie Chaplin Archive for permission
to reproduce the letter of 1931 from Rom Landau to Charlie Chaplin.
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